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Pro-1200 SE Direct-Drive Spec Sheet

TRUCKMOUNTS

Pro-1200 SE
Direct-Drive
Truly the best direct-drive innovation
available today for its heat, vacuum,
component quality and warranty. Featuring
high heat, fuel-efficient operation, a
compact footprint, state-of-the-art
components, and ease of installation, the
Pro-1200 SE sets the new standard for
direct drive truckmounts.

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

Lower Engine RPM settings. Set at 1400 (high),
1200 (mid), or 1000 (low). Conserves fuel and
prolongs van engine life and truckmount components,
yet produces ample heat even in cold climates.

Vacuum pump: Gardner Denver HeliFlow® Twisted Tri-Lobe
HF408 helical gear drive positive displacement blower. Vacuum
to 13 in. Hg and flows up to 455 CFM @ 3450 RPM

Small footprint. Only 21.5 × 41 × 62 in. including both
the console and 100 gal. submount waste tank.
Leaves plenty of room in your vehicle for a fresh water
tank and other accessories.

Solution pump: General Pump HTS2016S with high temp
seals, electric clutch and fully adjustable pressure settings up to
1200 PSI and 5 GPM @ 1585 RPM

Triple heat exchangers standard for maximum
efficiency – two for the engine coolant and one for the
blower exhaust providing maximum heat for
continuous cleaning.

Max. temperature: Up to 240° F | 116° C depending on
conditions

Submount waste tank (standard): 100 gal. (379 L) 0.1875 in.
marine-grade aluminum. 84 gal. (318 L) at shutoff.
Vehicle engine RPM settings: High: 1400
Medium: 1200
Low: 1000

Superior, quieter vacuum performance with
Gardner Denver’s state-of-the-art HeliFlow HF408
helical positive displacement blower. Produces
vacuum at 13 in. Hg and flows up to 455 CFM.
Long service life General Emperor high pressure
pump. Features heat-treated seals.
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Pro-1200 SE Direct-Drive Spec Sheet

Console with removable shrouds
Waste tank with automatic shut-off

SIZES ▪ OPTIONS
72-1200 SM15: Pro-1200 SE with 100 gal. / 379 L waste tank
72-1200 BT15: Pro-1200 SE with 100 gal. / 379 L waste tank
(for Chevy box truck only)

100 ft. - 2" vacuum hose with connectors
100 ft. - 1/4" I.D. high pressure solution hose w/ quick
connect
50 ft. - water supply hose w/ quick connect
14" Low Profile 6-jet titanium wand (67-081) with glide
(67-084)
All units include Legend Reward points. End customer
must establish a rewards account and register their
machine for warranty online to receive points.
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